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PSPACE-hardness of four families of win-losedraw games played on a digraph 
with blocking, capture, or annihilation rules is proved. Special cases of three of the 
families are shown to be PSPACE-complete. Further, the PSPACE-completeness of 
six families of win-lose games in which two players mark or remove nodes of 
digraphs according to given rules is proved. The first two families contain partizan 
games, the last eight impartial games. All the games have been defined previously in 
the literature or are slight variations of such games. c 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this work we study the complexity of two types of games: The first 
type are games with blocking, capture, and annihilation rules as introduced 
by Conway, Fraenkel, and Yesha. The second type includes games in which 
the players mark or remove nodes according to given rules. We show that 
these two types of games are PSPACE-hard and PSPACE-complete, 
respectively. 
All games we introduce here belong to the class of two-player perfect- 
information games without chance moves as discussed in [ 1, 2,4, 91. Those 
of the first type are win-lose-draw games, those of the second type 
win-lose games. In all games to be proved PSPACE-complete or PSPACE- 
hard below, we assume that the Iirst player unable to move is the loser; his 
opponent the winner. If there is no last move, the outcome is defined to be 
a draw. 
First, we list some PSPACE-complete problems. In Section 2 we prove a 
lemma from which we can easily deduce that some of the games given here 
are in PSPACE. In Section 3 we prove PSPACE-hardness of four families 
of naturally defined and interesting two-player perfect-information board 
games of the first type. Special cases of three of these families are shown to 
be PSPACE-complete. We mention that PSPACE-hardness of some com- 
binatorial games were treated previously, for example, in [3, 5, 8,9]. In 
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[6], games of the type considered here or very similar ones were proved to 
be NP-hard. 
In the final Section 4 we prove PSPACE-completeness of six families of 
naturally defined, interesting two-player perfect-information graph games, 
i.e., games played on a directed graph by marking nodes or removing them 
from the graph according to specified rules. Again we mention that the 
complexities of some similar games were treated previously, for example, in 
[S] and [ll]. 
Our polynomial transformations will be made from the following three 
decision problems, which are known to be PSPACE-complete. 
(1) QBF [lo]. Input is a pair (A, <), where A is a Boolean con- 
junctive-normal-form (CNF) formula and 5: = (4,) t2,..., <,) is a list of dis- 
tinct Boolean variables, including all those occurring in A. Two players 
move alternately. Move i consists of assigning to tj a value of 0 (false) or 1 
(true). After n moves, the first player wins if and only if the assignment 
which has been produced makes A true. 
(2) G(POS CNF) [9]. Input is a positive CNF formula A (i.e., a 
CNF formula in which X does not occur). A move consists of choosing 
some variable of A which has not yet been chosen. The game ends after all 
variables of A have been chosen. The first player wins if and only if A is 
true when all variables chosen by the first player are set to 1 and ail 
variables chosen by the second player are set to 0. 
We define here a similar game G’(POS CNF). It is also played on a 
positive CNF formula. Two players alternate choosing a variable which 
has not been chosen before and setting it to true or false. Either player can 
also pass (i.e., do nothing) at any move. The game ends after all variables 
have been chosen and set, and the lirst player wins if the formula is true. It 
is obvious that G’(POS CNF) is also PSPACE-complete. 
(3) G(POS DNF 2) [9]. Input is a positive disjunctive-normal-form 
(DNF) formula A with at most two variables in any disjunct. A move con- 
sists of choosing any variable of A that has not yet been chosen. The loser 
is the first player after whose move A is true, when the variables which 
have been played so far are set to 1 and all other variables are set to 0. 
Notation. (1) All digraphs G = (V(G), E(G)) are finite. They may con- 
tain directed cycles unless otherwise specified. For u E V(G), let 
F~G~(~)=F(~)= {UE V(G): (u, u)&(G)}. 
(2) Throughout, the number of variables xi of a CNF or DNF for- 
mula is denoted by n; the number of clauses cj is denoted by m. 
Note that adjoining (x, + i v X, + i ) to a QBF formula or adding a clause 
(x,+1 v x,+2 v x,+3 ) to G(POS CNF) or G’(POS CNF) or adding a 
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clause x, + I to G(POS DNF 2) does not affect the outcome of any of the 
above games. Therefore we may assume that the number n of variables of a 
Boolean formula used for a polynomial reduction is odd or even at will. 
2. GAMES IN PSPACE 
A position y = (u, i) in the games given here, consists of a subset u c V(G) 
called a configuration, and an integer i E { 1,2) specifying the player whose 
turn it is to move from the configuration u. In the games given in Section 3 
the subset u consists of nodes on which the tokens reside. In the games 
given in Section 4 the subset u denotes the nodes which are marked or 
which are left in the graph. Most of our games are impartial, that is, the set 
of configurations reachable in one move from (u, 1) and (u, 2) are identical 
for all configurations II. In this case a position is completely specified by the 
configuration, and the labels 1,2 can be disposed of. Only our first two 
games are partizan, that is, not necessarily impartial. 
The players play alternately. It is known [4,9] that under these con- 
ditions the set of the game’s positions can be partitioned uniquely into 
three mutually disjoint subsets N, P, and D. They have the following 
properties: y EN if the Next player, that is, the player moving from 
position y, can win independently of his opponent’s moves; y E P if the 
Previous player, that is the opponent of the next player, can win indepen- 
dently of his opponent’s moves; and y E D if no player can force a win from 
y and therefore both can Draw and avoid losing. 
We now prove a general result on membership of games in PSPACE. 
From it we can deduce easily that the games in 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4, when 
restricted to directed acyclic graphs, are in PSPACE, as well as the games 
of Section 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a perfect-information two-player partizan game with 
outcomes restricted to lose, win, or draw. Assume there is a rule whereby ,for 
each terminal position t the outcome for each player can be determined by 
scanning t (so t does not have to be looked up in a table). Let I be a position 
of E with \I\ =n. Suppose that every position reachable from I has at most 
f(n) followers where every follower can be constructed from the previous 
follower in polynomial space, and that every game starting from I lasts at 
most g(n) distinct moves. If g is polynomial and f is bounded by cPCn) (c> 1 
a constant, p a polynomial), then IT(I) E PSPACE, where II(I) is the 
problem: determine whether I is a win, lose, or draw for the first player. 
Proof. Let R be the “game-tree” of I. This is a digraph whose nodes 
map into 1 and the positions reachable from 1 (the game starting at I), 
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where (u, U) is a directed edge from u to u if and only if there is a move 
from position u to position v. The root of the tree is I and its levels are 
labeled alternately by first and second, according to whether the first or the 
second player moves from the level. (Some of the nodes of R may corres- 
pond to the same game position, arrived at by different sequences of 
moves.) Every node of R thus has out-degree <f(n), and R has depth 
(= number of levels) at most g(n). Hence there are at most f(n)g(“) paths 
from the root to the leaves (= terminal positions). Each such path can be 
described by a sequence a, a, . . . a,(,), ai E (1,2 ,..., f(n)} (16 i6 g(n)). Such 
a sequence can be encoded by the binary representation of the value a, and 
of the index i, requiring at most rp(n) log cl and rlog g(n)] bits, respec- 
tively. Hence the entire path encoding has length O(p(n) g(n) log g(n)), so 
the path encoding is in PSPACE. 
Labeling the nodes of the graph by N, P, or D can be done in a bot- 
tom-up (endorder) traversal. In this way, the label of each node is decided 
after all the labels of its followers have already been decided, and the 
memory requirement is only the stack size O(p(n) g(n) log g(n)). The label 
value N, P, or D, is decided by methods of classical game theory (see, e.g., 
~1, 2,41). i 
3. BOARD GAMES WITH TOKENS 
The games given here are played on a directed graph in the following 
manner. At the start of the game, a finite number of tokens is placed on the 
nodes of the graph. A move consists of selecting exactly one token and 
moving it from its node along one of the directed edges to a new node, 
according to the rules of the specific game. Players alternate moves, and 
play continues until one of the players is unable to make a move. The 
player first unable to move is the loser, his opponent the winner. If there is 
no last move, the outcome is defined to be a draw. 
The first two games of this type are partizan, and the last two are impar- 
tial, The games in 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 are proved to be PSPACE-hard even 
when restricted to directed acyclic graphs. With this restriction they are, in 
fact, PSPACE-complete. 
3.1. Edge- Blocking 
Tokens are placed on distinct nodes of a digraph G = (V, E), whose 
edges are distributed into two sets E, and E, (not necessarily disjoint), 
such that E, u E, = E. The tokens are of one type only. A move of player i 
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consists of selecting a token from some u E I/ and moving it to some 
unoccupied v E Fi(u) (i E { 1,2}). Here and below we adopt the notation: 
Fj(u) = (v: (u, v) E Ej) (ie (L2)). 
A configuration of the game is given by u, the subset of V on which tokens 
reside. The game is partizan when El # E,. The decision problem EDGE- 
BLOCKING is whether (u, i) EN for an arbitrary position (u, i) 
(i E ( 1,2}). The SIMPLIFIED-EDGE-BLOCKING decision problem is 
defined by restricting G to be a directed acyclic graph (DAG). 
THEOREM 1. The problem G( POS CNF) is polynomial reducible to SIM- 
PLIFIED-EDGE-BLOCKING. Hence the latter is PSPACE-complete and 
consequently EDGE-BLOCKING is PSPACE-hard. 
Proof: Given an instance of the G(POS CNF) problem with an even 
number of variables. We construct a DAG G = (V, E) with subsets E,, Ez 
of E satisfying E, u E, = E, and a configuration u in the game played on G, 
such that (u, 1) EN if and only if the first player wins in G(POS CNF), 
I/= (j {xi, ai, 4) u {b,, b,, &I u fi ((c;> u u 
i=l i= 1 .x, isinc, 
(d,)), 
F,(x,) = bi> u {b, 1, F,(x,)={ii~)u(b,) (ldidn), 
F,(b,) = Ibd> FAbl) = V4, F&d= (j k,>, Fl(bx) = ‘24 
j=l 
Fl(cj)= u (d,} (1 <j<m), 
r,isinc, 
F2(d,) = i”i) (xjisincj, lfj<m), 
u= {b,) u (xl, x2,..., x,). 
In Fig. 1 and below edges ot type 1 are represented by solid lines, those 
of type 2 by dotted lines. Tokens are represented by solid circles in Fig. 1. 
Also, in most of the following proofs, the construction will be indicated 
only by an example, skipping the formal definition of the constructed 
graph, as it is very easy to reconstruct the formal definition from the exam- 
ple. 
Each player in turn chooses a variable. In normal play, the first player 
always gives a “true” assignment to the variable he chooses (by moving the 
token from xi to a,), and the second player always gives a “false” 
assignment to the variable he chooses (by moving from xi to rii). After all 
variables have been chosen, the first player moves the token from node b, 
to b,. Then the second player moves the token from b, to one of the 
clauses, say cj. If cj is satisfied, say by xi, the first player moves the token 
from c/ to d, and wins. If the clause in not satisfied, regardless of which di, 
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(x, v x3) A XZA (x, v xq) edge of type 1 - 
edge of type 2 --- 
token . 
FIG. 1. SIMPLIFIED-EDGE-BLOCKING is PSPACE-complete. 
the first player decides to move the token to, the second player will move 
the token from that dii to a, and win. See Fig. 1. 
Assume now that the first player moves the token from b, to b, before all 
variables have been chosen. The second player will reply by moving one of 
the tokens from the x’s to b,. Then the first player will be able to reply 
only by moving tokens from the x’s to the a’s. Also the second player will 
move tokens from the x’s to the a’s as long as possible. When all the tokens 
from the x’s will have been moved, the second player will win by moving 
the token from 6, to b,. Assume now that the second player moves the 
token from b, to b, before all the tokens from the x’s have been removed. 
The first player will reply by moving one of the tokens from the x’s to b,. 
Then the second player will be able to reply only by moving tokens from 
the x’s to the a’s. The first player will do the same. When all the tokens 
from the x’s will have been moved the first player wins. 
Finally, every position of EDGE-BLOCKING played on G = (V, E) has 
at most / V(* options. If G is a DAG, every EDGE-BLOCKING game 
played on it lasts at most 1 VI2 moves. Therefore SIMPLIFIED EDGE- 
BLOCKING E PSPACE by Lemma 1. 1 
The last argument of the proof holds also for the games in 3.3 and 3.4, 
and will therefore not be repeated there. 
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3.2. Node-Blocking 
Tokens of two types are placed on distinct nodes of a digraph 
G = (V, E). The edges are of one type only. A move of player i consists of 
selecting a token of type i and moving it to some unoccupied v E V. The 
game was introduced in [6] as BLOCKING, and proved NP-hard there. 
A configuration of this (partizan) game is a vector II = (iil, z&), where Ui is 
the subset of nodes occupied by tokens of type i, and ii, n ii, = @. The 
decision problem NODE-BLOCKING is whether (u, i)EN for an 
arbitrary position (u, i) (i E { 1, 2)). 
THEOREM 2. The problem QBF is polynomial reducible to NQDE- 
BLOCKING. Hence the latter is PSPACE-hard. 
Proof. Given an instance of the QBF problem with an even number of 
variables. We construct a digraph G = (V, E) and a configuration u in the 
game played on G, such that (u, 1) E N if and only if the first player can 
token of type I a 
token of type 2 . 
(X,VP~VX~)AX,A(~~VX~) 
FIG. 2. NODE-BLOCKING is PSPACE-hard. 
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win in QBF. The construction is obvious from Fig. 2, in which tokens of 
type 1 are represented by solid circles, those of type 2 by dots. The same 
convention for tokens is adopted in the sequel. The configuration is defined 
by u = (iil, z&), where 
Cl = ij (Xi, Xi) CJ ij (d2i) tJ {h}, 
i=l 2i=2 
?I+1 n-l 
u2=2itlj=3 b2i+d” u ;h2i+l}u2e2i/;i,~2j}-,~l {"j>. 
2i+1=1 
Note the difference in graph construction between even and odd num- 
bered literals. Also (xi, c,) E E if and only if Xi is in cj and vice versa. 
The only unoccupied node is a, (see Fig. 2). The first player moves the 
token either from xi or Xi to a,, then the second player moves the token 
from b, to the vacancy, the first player moves the token from d2 to b, and 
then the second player moves the token either from f2 or f2 to d2 and so 
on. In general, if the first player plans to make true cj containing xi (Xi), he 
will move the token from xi (xi) to ai. If the second player plans to make 
false some clause cj containing xi (Xi), he will move the token from f, (fJ 
to d;. This phase ends when the second player moves the token on a,, 1 to 
the only unoccupied node (either x, or X,). Then the first player moves the 
token from h to a,, i and then the second player chooses a clause cj by 
moving the token from node cj to h. If the clause has not been satisfied 
then the first player cannot move because all the tokens on nodes 
dominating this clause are of type 2, and so the first player loses. If the 
clause has been satisfied, then there is at least one token of type 1 on one of 
the xi)s or 2;s which dominates the unoccupied c,~, so the first player moves 
that token from that xi (Xi). The a, or bj dominating the unoccupied xi has 
a token of type 1, so the second player cannot move and the first player 
wins. 1 
3.3. Hit 
Tokens of r different types are placed on distinct nodes of a digraph 
G = (V, E), whose edges are distributed into Y sets E, ,..., E, (not necessarily 
disjoint) such that lJf= 1 E, = E. A move consists of selecting a token of type 
i on some u E V and moving it to some v E Fi(u) if v is not occupied by a 
token of type i. If v is occupied by a token of type other than i, say j, then 
the token of type j is removed. A configuration of the game is represented 
by a vector II = (U, ,..., U,), where Ui is the subset of nodes occupied by 
tokens of type i (1 didr), and tiinzZj=@, (1 <i<jdr). 
The game is impartial. A position is therefore completely specified by the 
configuration. The decision problem HIT is whether u EN for an arbitrary 
configuration u. We define the SIMPLIFIED-HIT decision problem by 
restricting G to be a DAG, r = 2, and E, n E, = 0. 
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THEOREM 3. The problem QBF is polynomial reducible to SIM- 
PLIFIED-HIT. Hence the latter is PSPACE-complete and consequently 
HIT is PSPACE-hard. 
Proof. Given an instance of the QBF problem with an even number 
of variables, we construct a DAG G = (V, E) with subsets E,, E, of E 
satisfying E, u E, = E, E, n E, = a, and a configuration u in the game 
played on E, such that u E N if and only if the first player wins in QBF 
ut= {a,3, 
ii* = (Xi, 2, )...) x,, %) u (~1, ~21..., cm> ” (b,), u = (221, 62). 
Note that in the first 3n- 1 steps the only way to play is by moving the 
token of type 1 until it reaches b,, and note also that the steps from ai 
(choosing the truth assignment for xi) are taken alternately between the 
two players (see Fig. 3). 
The first player attempts to move the token of type 1 so that it will cap- 
ture a token of type 2 on some xi in ci or Xi in c,~ for every j= l,..., m; the 
second player attempts to move it such that it does not capture any token 
on xi in cj and Xi in cj for some j. Eventually the first player reaches b,, and 
then the second player chooses a clause cj and captures the token of type 1 
with the token on cj. Then the first player can win if and only if one of the 
ix, v x2 v ii,) A X,A($V x3 v 2,) 
FIG. 3. SIMPLIFIED-HIT is PSPACE-complete. 
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tokens on the x’s and X’s dominating cj has not been removed. This means 
that the clause has been satisfied. If the clause has not been satisfied, then 
all the tokens on x’s and X’s dominating that cj have been removed and the 
second player wins. m 
3.4. Annihilation 
Tokens of r different types are placed on distinct nodes of a digraph 
G = ( I’, E), whose edges are distributed into r sets E, ,..., E, (not necessarily 
disjoint), such that lJ:= 1 E, = E. A move consists of selecting a token of 
type i on some u E V and moving it to some v E Fi(u). If u is occupied by a 
token of any type, both tokens are annihilated and removed from the 
game. 
A configuration of the game is represented by a vector u = (U1,..., U,.) 
where Ui is the subset of nodes occupied by tokens of type i (1~ i < Y), and 
Ui n tij = @ (1 d i < j 6 r). The game is impartial. A position is therefore 
completely specified by the configuration. The decision problem 
ANNIHILATION is whether u EN for any given configuration II. We 
define the SIMPLIFIED-ANNIHILATION decision problem by 
restricting G to be a DAG, r=2, and E, n E, = @. SIMPLIFIED- 
ANNIHILATION was proved NP-hard in [6]. The case Y = 1 was proved 
to be polynomial (O(n6)) in [7], and provided the motivation for both [6] 
and the present paper. 
THEOREM 4. The problem G’(POS CNF) is polynomial reducible to 
SIMPLIFIED-ANNIHILATION. Hence the latter is PSPACE-complete 
and consequently ANNIHILATION is PSPACE-hard. 
ProoJ: Given an instance of the G’(POS CNF) problem with an even 
number of variables, we construct a DAG G = (V, E) with subsets E,, E, of 
E satisfying E, v E, = E, E, n E, = @, and a configuration u in the game 
played on G, such that u EN if and only if the first player wins in 
G’(POS CNF). See Fig. 4. 
The nodes {d, ,..., d, + 1 > are called the “chain.” Say that the first player 
has a winning strategy for G’(POS CNF). The first player plays this 
strategy using type 1 tokens. Moving a token from a, to xi (Xi) corresponds 
to setting xi to true (false). If the second player advances the type 2 
token along the chain, the first player views this as though the second 
player passed in the game G’(POS CNF), and responds according to his 
assumed winning strategy. Consider the first time in SIMPLIFIED- 
ANNIHILATION when the second player has just moved and all type 1 
tokens have been moved. At this time the type 2 token is on a chain node, 
and 
the distance from the type 2 token to h is odd. (*I 
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(x, v x2 v xs)A (X2VX3)A(X3VX4) 
FIG. 4. SIMPLIFIED-ANNIHILATION is PSPACE-complete. 
The latter fact is true because the total number of moves made in the 
game up to this point is even, and an even number of this total, moved 
type 1 tokens, so an even number of this total advanced the type 2 token 
along the chain. From this point on, the players must take turns advancing 
the type 2 token along the chain. The first player moves it from d, + 1 to h 
(because of (*)), and the second player moves it from h to some cj. If the 
clause cj is satisfied, the first player moves the type 2 token to some node xi 
containing a type 1 token, both tokens are annihilated, and the first player 
wins. If the clause is not satisfied, then the first player moves the token to 
any unoccupied xi in clause ci and the second player wins by moving this 
token to bi. 
The case where the second player wins G’(POS CNF) is the same. In this 
case it does not help the first player to advance along the chain prior to 
setting all the truth values. 1 
4. GAMES OF MARKING OR REMOVING NODES 
The games given here are also played on directed graphs. Players alter- 
nate moves, and the play continues until one of the players is unable to 
make a move. The player first unable to move loses. 
We compare here three different types of games, each with three versions 
of rules. The game are: Geography, Geodesic, and olehla-Geodesic, each 
with some restriction on the length of the path(s) which are being marked 
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or removed in each step. The games here are all impartial, so a position of 
a game is completely specified by the configuration. 
4.1. Geographic Games 
UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY is a game played on a directed graph. 
The first player chooses an unmarked node and marks it. Each player 
in turn chooses an unmarked node which is accessible by an unmarked 
(directed) path from the last node which was chosen and marks it and all 
nodes on the shortest unmarked path(s) from the node the previous player 
chose. A configuration of the game is represented by u = (ii, u), where U is 
the subset of nodes already marked and z, is the node which was chosen last. 
FIXED-GEOGRAPHY is the same game as UNBOUNDED- 
GEOGRAPHY with the restriction that only moves which cause a non- 
empty set of paths of exactly length k to be marked are permissible. 
FIXED-GEOGRAPHY for k = 1 when the initial position consists of 
exactly one marked node has been known as GENERALIZED- 
GEOGRAPHY and was proved to be PSPACE-complete in [9]. 
LOWER-BOUND-GEOGRAPHY is again the same game as 
UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY, with the restriction that only moves 
which cause a nonempty set of paths of length at least k to be marked are 
permissible. 
41.1. Unbounded-Geography 
The decision problem UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY is whether u EN 
for any given configuration u. 
THEOREM 5. The problem G(POS DNF 2) is polynomial reducible to 
UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY. Hence the latter is PSPACE-complete. 
Proof Given an instance of the G(POS DNF 2) problem where all the 
conjuncts contain exactly two variables (each conjunct which has one 
variable xi can be extended to xi A xi), we construct a digraph G = (V, E) 
such that the first player can win UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY on this 
graph if and only if he can win G(POS DNF 2), 
~(Xi)=U(xj}U IJ {eq,eb}u U (cj> (l<iin), 
j#i XI isincj x; isnotinc, 
F(cj)= U lxi) (1 <cj<m), 
x; is in c, 
F(eti) = F(e$) = (c,} (xi is in ci). 
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(r,Axg)V (x,hx,) V(XpAXq) 
FIG. 5. UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY is PSPACE-complete. 
In Fig. 5, a curve enclosing a set of nodes represents a directed complete 
subgraph of these nodes (for every u and o in the subgraph there is an edge 
(u, 0) and (u, u)). 
In normal play, the players alternately choose a variable which has not 
yet been chosen. After one of the players causes the formula to be true (i.e., 
there is a conjunct cj all of whose variables have been chosen), his 
opponent chooses ci and wins (see Fig. 5). We will discuss here all 
possibilities of not playing according to normal play: 
(1) One of the players chooses cj when the clause ci is not yet 
satisfied (say xi which is in cj has not yet been chosen). His opponent will 
choose eij. The shortest path from cj to this e, is through xi. The only 
follower of eii is cj which is already marked, and the opponent wins. 
(2) One of the players chooses eti or ek. If after this move there is still 
some xk which is in cj that has not yet been marked, his opponent will 
choose ekj (or e&). Note that there is always such ekj or eij even if k = i and 
eg is the first node marked. Since the shortest directed path from eV to ekj 
passes through cj and since the only follower of ekj (or eg) is c,~, the 
opponent wins. If all xk which are in c,. are already marked, his opponent 
will choose cj and win. 
Finally, every node of UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY played on 
G = (V, E) has at most 1 VI children and every such game lasts at most 1 VI 
moves. Therefore UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY is in PSPACE by Lem- 
mal. 1 
The last argument of the proof holds also for the games proved 
PSPACE-hard in the rest of this section, and is therefore omitted. 
COROLLARY 1. LOWER-BOUND-GEOGRAPHY is PSPACE-com- 
plete. 
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ProoJ: LOWER-BOUND-GEOGRAPHY when restricting the paths 
to be marked in each step to be at least of length 1, is the same game as 
UNBOUNDED-GEOGRAPHY. Since the latter has been proved to be 
PSPACE-complete, so is LOWER-BOUND-GEOGRAPHY. 1 
4.2. Geodetic Games 
In geodetic games played on directed graphs, each player in turn chooses 
an unmarked node u and marks u and all nodes on all the shortest directed 
paths between u and the already marked nodes, where now a directed path 
between nodes a and b is any path directed either from a to b or from b to 
a. A configuration of the game is represented by u, where u is the subset of 
nodes already marked. 
4.1.2. Fixed-Geodesic 
Given a directed graph G = (V, E) with a distinct node h which is 
marked. A move consists of choosing an unmarked node u such that the 
shortest directed path between u and the already marked nodes is exactly 
of length k, and then in marking all nodes on all directed paths of length k 
between u and the previously marked nodes. The decision problem 
FIXED-GEODESIC is whether u E N for any given configuration u. 
We define the SIMPLIFIED-FIXED-GEODESIC decision problem by 
restricting the graph G to be without directed cycles (DAG). 
THEOREM 6. The problem QBF is polynomial reducible to SIM- 
PLIFIED-FIXED-GEODESIC. Hence the latter and consequently also 
FIXED-GEODESIC are PSPACE-complete. 
ProoJ: Given an instance of the QBF problem with an odd number of 
variables. We construct a DAG G = (V, E) with a distinct node h which is 
marked, such that the first player can win in SIMPLIFIED-FIXED- 
GEODESIC with k = 2 if and only if he can win in QBF 
V=iol {xi, %> u fi {a,> u fi {q, ci> u {h} 
i=O j= 1 
u U (d2i+ l,j, e2i+ l,j, hi+ l,j> u U t g*i,jl 
x2;+ I isinc, X2, isinc, 
u f,,+ginc td2j+ lJy ‘*i+l,j, Ai+ lJ> " U {  g*i,j), 
1 x2, isinc, 
F(h) = {a,>, 
lF(xzi) = ia2,, a2i- 1) u U ( g2j,j}, 
.Q is in c, 
The 
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F(xZi)= {“2i, u2i-l)” U (.k??;i,j) (162i<Pz- l), 
x*i is in c, 
F(U2j)=(X,i+lyX2i+l} (062i<n-1)~ 
F(a2i+l)= {x2i+ls x2i+l} t1 dzi+ 1 Gn), 
Fkj) = (%, cj> (1 G:jGm), 
F(ci)= U td2i+I,j) u u (d2.i+l,~) 
.q,+l isincj T$+l isinc, 
” U {C2i,j)” U (g&j) C1GjGm)9 
xziisinc, Xl, is in c, 
F(e*i+ l,j) = ld2i+ l,j> CxZi+ I is in Cjh 
F(e2i+ 1,j) = {4i+ l,j> &i+ I is in c,), 
flf~ + l,j I= h+ l,j> L.J fXZi+ 1) (%i+ I is in cj)5 
F(.L+ 1.j) = {Ed+ l,j} u {-Gi+ I} h + 1 is in c,). 
first player can only mark either xi or Xl. Then the second player 
can only choose either x2 or X, and so on. In general, if the first player 
plans to make true a clause ci containing xi (Xi), he will mark xi (Zi). If the 
second player plans to make false some clause cj containing xi (Xi), he will 
mark Xi (xi). After the first player selected x,, or X,, the second player can 
only choose a clause, say cj. If cj is satisfied by some xi (Xi) when i is even, 
the first player can play on gV (go) since 2, (xi) is not marked, so the shor- 
test path to the marked nodes is to cj. This is a last move, so the first 
player wins. If this clause is satisfied by some xi (Xi) when i is odd, the first 
player can play on d, (2,) and win, since xi (Xi) is marked so the second 
player cannot play on L1 (&) (see Fig. 6). 
Assume now that the clause cj is not satisfied. The first player cannot 
play on any g, or gii, because then the shortest path between that node to 
the already marked nodes is of length 1 (the path to xi or -720. If the first 
player plays on some d, or d,- (when xi or ~7~ is in c,), then the second 
player will win by marking fi,- or Jj. 1 
4.2.2. Lower-Bound-Geodesic 
Given a directed graph G = (I’, E) with a distinct node h which is 
marked. A move consists of choosing an unmarked node u such that the 
shortest directed path between u and the already marked nodes is at least 
of length k, and then in marking all nodes on all directed paths of length at 
least k between u and the previously marked nodes. The decision problem 
LOWER-BOUND-GEODESIC is whether u EN for any given con- 
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x,A(i, VX3)A(XpVji3) 
FIG. 6. SIMPLIFIED-FIXED-GEODESIC is PSPACE-complete. 
figuration II. We define the SIMPLIFIED-LOWER-BOUND-GEODESIC 
decision problem by restricting the graph G to be a DAG. 
COROLLARY 2. The problem QBF is polynomial reducible to SIM- 
PLIFIED-LOWER-BOUND-GEODESIC. Hence the latter and con- 
sequently also LOWER-BOUND-GEODESIC are PSPACE-complete. 
ProoJ: The reduction is the same as that of Theorem 6. Note that in the 
construction of the graph there are no directed paths of length longer than 
two. 1 
4.3. olehla-Geodesic 
In [ 111 a proof is given that the strategy for von Neumann’s Hackendot 
can be calculated in polynomial time. We define here a similar game which 
is played on graphs, not only on forests. 
ULEHLA-GEODESIC is a game which is played on a directed graph 
with the property that at least one of its nodes has O-in-degree (called 
“root”). Each player in turn chooses a node of the graph and deletes all 
nodes on all shortest paths from all the roots to this node. A configuration 
of the game is represented by u, where u is the subset of nodes which are 
still in the graph. 
4.3.1. Fixed- olehla-Geodesic 
FIXED-ULEHLA-GEODESIC is the same game as ULEHLA- 
GEODESIC with the restriction that only those moves such that all 
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shortest paths from all current roots have length exactly k are permissible. 
The decision problem FIXED-ULEHLA-GEODESIC is whether u E N. 
We define the SIMPLIFIED-DIXED-ULEHLA-GEODESIC decision 
problem by restricting the graph G to be a DAG. 
THEOREM 7. The problem G(POS DNF 2) is polynomial reducible to 
SIMPLIFIED-FIXED-ULEHLA-GEODESIC. Hence the latter and also 
FIXED-ULEHLA-GEODESIC aye PSPACE-complete. 
Prooj: Given an instance of the G(POS DNF 2) problem, we construct 
a DAG G = (V, E) such that the first player can win in FIXED-ULEHLA- 
GEODESIC on this graph with k = 2 if and only if he can win in 
G( POS DNF 2). 
The roots of the graph are the x’s and h,. While none of the conjuncts 
has yet been satisfied, the players can only play on the b’s and remove the 
nodes xi, ai, and bi each (see Fig. 7). After the formula has become true 
(one of the conjuncts, say cj, has been satisfied) the next player will play 
this cj and by this move he will remove from the graph this cl, all nodes ai 
and xi for all the xis which have not yet been chosen, if any, as well as h, 
and h,. If all the x‘s have already been chosen, this move is still legal 
because of the presence of h, and h,. All paths in the remaining graph con- 
tain at most one node {bk} and {ck}, and hence the player who played this 
cj wins. m 
4.3.2. Lower-Bound- fJlehla-Geodesic 
A LOWER-BOUND-ULEHLA-GEODESIC game is the same game as 
ULEHLA-GEODESIC with the restriction that only moves which cause 
paths of at least k nodes to be removed from the graph are permissible. A 
SIMPLIFIED-LOWER-BOUND-ULEHLA-GEODESIC game is the 
same game restricted to an initial graph (and hence all intermediate 
graphs) to be a DAG. 
FIG. 7. SIMPLIFIED-FIXED-OLEHLA-GEODESIC is PSPACE-complete. 
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COROLLARY 3. G(POS DNF 2) is polynomial reducible to SIM- 
PLIFIED-LOWER-BOUND-OLEHLA-GEODESIC. Hence the latter and 
also LOWER-BOUND-OLEHLA-GEODESIC are PSPACE-complete. 
ProoJ The reduction is like the previous one. Note that in the con- 
struction of the graph there are no paths of length more than two. 1 
We summarize this section with the following table of games known to 
be PSPACE-complete. The rules of the games are briefly indicated: If the 
length of the path(s) which are allowed to be marked (deleted) is bounded, 
we denote it by k and the special k which we did the reduction with is writ- 
ten in the table. If no such restriction exists we say that the restriction is n, 
the number of nodes. 
Description Geography Geodesic ilehla-Geodesic 
exactly k 











a Proved in [9], 
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